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1 answer sorted by 11 belong to is generally possessive this book belongs to me this is my book belong
in or on or under etc indicates that something should be in or on or under a certain position this book
belongs in a dustbin this book should be in a dustbin belong s to is used to express the actual origin
relation of someone something belong s in is used to express that someone something fits better in but
in reality he it is not from example he belongs in the national football team with his speed and aggression
but at present he belongs to the struggling local team belong is an interesting word that can be followed
by to with in and on the meaning depends on which preposition you use belong to shows ownership i
found a box of cassette tapes that belong tomy sister my sister owns the tapes that blue jeep belongs
tojack owns the blue jeep who does this iphone belong to grammar belong to vs belong on vs belong in
by manjusha nambiar september 16 2019 sharing is caring to belong is to be in the right place when you
ve finished put the books where they belong put the books in their right place do these plates belong
here belong in appropriate location or category on the other hand belong in refers to the idea of
something being suitable or appropriate for a specific place or category it focuses on the compatibility of
an object or idea with a particular environment examples the antique vase belongs in a museum the
meaning of belong is to be suitable appropriate or advantageous how to use belong in a sentence to be
suitable appropriate or advantageous to be in a proper situation to be the property of a person or thing
used with to get a quick free translation belong to someone definition 1 to be someone s property 2 to be
a member of a group or organization 3 to be someone s learn more the meaning of belong to is to be the
property of someone to be owned by how to use belong to in a sentence to be the property of someone
to be owned by to be a member of a club organization etc to be included in a category group etc verb
used without object to be in the relation of a member adherent inhabitant etc usually followed by to he
belongs to the knights of columbus to have the proper qualifications especially social qualifications to be
a member of a group you don t belong in this club wordreference collins english usage 2022 belong
showing possession if something belongs to you you own it or it is yours everything you see here belongs
to me you can t take the laptop home because it belongs to the company be careful when belong is used
with this meaning it must be followed by to verb bɪˈlɒŋ bɪˈlɔːŋ not used in the progressive tenses verb
forms phrasal verbs intransitive adv prep to be in the right or suitable place where do these plates
belong where are they kept are you sure these documents belong together several of the points you
raise do not belong in this discussion the answer lies in recognizing that belong is a transitive verb
meaning it requires an object to complete its meaning to use belong correctly you need to identify the
subject the object and the relationship between them by doing so you can convey a clear message and
avoid any confusion to be in the right place or of a person to feel that you are in the right place your
shoes belong in the closet not in the middle of the room tom it s great to see you on tv you belong here
the painting belongs in should be in a modern art museum when used in a sentence belong to clarifies
the connection between an individual or an object and the larger whole to which it is a part of the
concept of belonging has deep historical roots as humans have always sought to establish connections
and identify with various groups e g the cat belongs to angela part of a group to fit in or be accepted as a
member we also say sense of belonging for this too e g she belongs to the chess club connection
association to be related or associated with something e g this part belongs with the other pieces of the
toy examples of belong in a sentence how to use it 98 examples material culture by definition belongs
both to the ethereal realm of culture at its core to belong refers to the state of being a member or part of
a particular group organization place or category it signifies a sense of connection ownership or
association with something or someone the sense of belongingness also known as the need to belong
refers to a human emotional need to affiliate with and be accepted by members of a group examples of
this may include the need to belong to a peer group at school to be accepted by co workers to be part of
an athletic team or to be part of a religious group 1 verb no cont if something belongs to you you own it
the house had belonged to her family for three or four generations verb to 2 verb no cont you say that
something belongs to a particular person when you are guessing discovering or explaining that it was
produced by or is part of that person the handwriting belongs to a male examples of belong in a sentence
examples from collins dictionaries the house had belonged to her family for three or four generations the
handwriting belongs to a male they established that the body belonged to a 15 year old girl i used to
belong to a youth club the judges could not decide which category it belonged in
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what is the difference between belong in and belong to Apr 25 2024 1 answer sorted by 11 belong
to is generally possessive this book belongs to me this is my book belong in or on or under etc indicates
that something should be in or on or under a certain position this book belongs in a dustbin this book
should be in a dustbin
meaning difference between belong to and belong in Mar 24 2024 belong s to is used to express
the actual origin relation of someone something belong s in is used to express that someone something
fits better in but in reality he it is not from example he belongs in the national football team with his
speed and aggression but at present he belongs to the struggling local team
english lesson belong to vs belong with in on Feb 23 2024 belong is an interesting word that can be
followed by to with in and on the meaning depends on which preposition you use belong to shows
ownership i found a box of cassette tapes that belong tomy sister my sister owns the tapes that blue jeep
belongs tojack owns the blue jeep who does this iphone belong to
belong to vs belong on vs belong in perfectyourenglish com Jan 22 2024 grammar belong to vs belong on
vs belong in by manjusha nambiar september 16 2019 sharing is caring to belong is to be in the right
place when you ve finished put the books where they belong put the books in their right place do these
plates belong here
what s the difference between belong to and belong in Dec 21 2023 belong in appropriate location or
category on the other hand belong in refers to the idea of something being suitable or appropriate for a
specific place or category it focuses on the compatibility of an object or idea with a particular
environment examples the antique vase belongs in a museum
belong definition meaning merriam webster Nov 20 2023 the meaning of belong is to be suitable
appropriate or advantageous how to use belong in a sentence to be suitable appropriate or
advantageous to be in a proper situation to be the property of a person or thing used with to
belong to someone english meaning cambridge dictionary Oct 19 2023 get a quick free translation
belong to someone definition 1 to be someone s property 2 to be a member of a group or organization 3
to be someone s learn more
belong to definition meaning merriam webster Sep 18 2023 the meaning of belong to is to be the
property of someone to be owned by how to use belong to in a sentence to be the property of someone
to be owned by to be a member of a club organization etc to be included in a category group etc
belong definition meaning dictionary com Aug 17 2023 verb used without object to be in the relation of a
member adherent inhabitant etc usually followed by to he belongs to the knights of columbus to have the
proper qualifications especially social qualifications to be a member of a group you don t belong in this
club
belong wordreference com english usage Jul 16 2023 wordreference collins english usage 2022
belong showing possession if something belongs to you you own it or it is yours everything you see here
belongs to me you can t take the laptop home because it belongs to the company be careful when
belong is used with this meaning it must be followed by to
belong verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 15 2023 verb bɪˈlɒŋ bɪˈlɔːŋ not used in the
progressive tenses verb forms phrasal verbs intransitive adv prep to be in the right or suitable place
where do these plates belong where are they kept are you sure these documents belong together several
of the points you raise do not belong in this discussion
how to use belong in a sentence diving deeper May 14 2023 the answer lies in recognizing that
belong is a transitive verb meaning it requires an object to complete its meaning to use belong correctly
you need to identify the subject the object and the relationship between them by doing so you can
convey a clear message and avoid any confusion
belong definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 13 2023 to be in the right place or of a
person to feel that you are in the right place your shoes belong in the closet not in the middle of the
room tom it s great to see you on tv you belong here the painting belongs in should be in a modern art
museum
how to use belong to in a sentence optimal application Mar 12 2023 when used in a sentence
belong to clarifies the connection between an individual or an object and the larger whole to which it is a
part of the concept of belonging has deep historical roots as humans have always sought to establish
connections and identify with various groups
belong in a sentence 29 examples for great english Feb 11 2023 e g the cat belongs to angela part of a
group to fit in or be accepted as a member we also say sense of belonging for this too e g she belongs to
the chess club connection association to be related or associated with something e g this part belongs
with the other pieces of the toy
belong example sentences cambridge dictionary Jan 10 2023 examples of belong in a sentence how to
use it 98 examples material culture by definition belongs both to the ethereal realm of culture
how to use to belong in a sentence diving deeper Dec 09 2022 at its core to belong refers to the state of
being a member or part of a particular group organization place or category it signifies a sense of
connection ownership or association with something or someone
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how to increase your sense of belonging verywell mind Nov 08 2022 the sense of belongingness
also known as the need to belong refers to a human emotional need to affiliate with and be accepted by
members of a group examples of this may include the need to belong to a peer group at school to be
accepted by co workers to be part of an athletic team or to be part of a religious group
belong definition and meaning collins english dictionary Oct 07 2022 1 verb no cont if something belongs
to you you own it the house had belonged to her family for three or four generations verb to 2 verb no
cont you say that something belongs to a particular person when you are guessing discovering or
explaining that it was produced by or is part of that person the handwriting belongs to a male
examples of belong in a sentence collins english sentences Sep 06 2022 examples of belong in a
sentence examples from collins dictionaries the house had belonged to her family for three or four
generations the handwriting belongs to a male they established that the body belonged to a 15 year old
girl i used to belong to a youth club the judges could not decide which category it belonged in
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